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Abstract
Master’s thesis targets microĄbers based on biopolymer poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) and their
use in medical applications. The theoretical part deals with a study of the microĄbers cre-
ation process using the technology of centrifugal spinning, its kinetics and factors inĆuenc-
ing the creation and properties of prepared microĄbres. Subsequently, the theoretical part
orientates on a short overview of biopolymers used in the technology, characterization of
material poly(3-hydroxybutyrate). It also presents a proposal of a potential target applica-
tion of the microĄbres. The experimental part concentrates on microĄbers preparation from
the mentioned poly(3-hydroxybutyrate). Several parameters leading to better spinnability
of the material are tracked and optimized. The practical part is extended by modifying the
polymer solution by adding other biopolymers and plasticizers and producing microĄbres
from the polymer mixture thus treated. Attention is also paid to the optimization of process
parameters. Moreover, the prepared microĄbres are analyzed and characterized by several
methods and compared to develop a suitable alternative to currently used substrates for
cell growth in 3D.
Abstrakt
Diplomová práca je zameraná na mikrovlákna na báze biopolyméru poly(3-hydroxybutyrátu)
a ich využitie v medicínskych aplikáciách. Teoretická časť práce sa zaoberá štúdiom pro-
cesu tvorby vláken pomocou technológie odstredivého zvlákňovania, jeho kinetikou a fak-
tormi ovplyvňujúcimi vznik a vlastnosti vláken. Teoretická časť sa následne orientuje
na krátky prehľad biopolymérov používaných v tejto technológii, charakteristiku mater-
iálu poly(3-hydroxybutyrátu) a taktiež prezentuje návrh potenciálnej cieľovej aplikácie
daných mikrovláken. Praktická časť sa koncentruje sa prípravu mikrovláken zo spomí-
naného poly(3-hydroxybutyrátu). Sledované a optimalizované sú viaceré parametre vedúce
k lepšej zvlákniteľnosti materiálu. Praktická časť je rozšírená o modiĄkáciu polymérneho
roztoku prídavkom iných biopolymérov a zmäkčovadiel a prípravu mikrovláken z takto
modiĄkovanej polymérnej zmesi. Pozornosť je venovaná taktiež optimalizácii procesných
parametrov. Pripravené mikrovlákna sú následne analyzované a charakterizované viacerými
metódami a vzájomne porovnávané s cieľom vyvinúť alternatívu k súčasne používaným sub-
strátom pre rast buniek v 3D.
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1 Introduction
The centrifugal spinning technology and Ąbres produced this way gained attention several
years ago due to their high production rate and easy preparation of Ąbres via modifying
major process parameters (concentration of the polymer, rotational speed of the spinneret,
selection of solvent). Fibres prepared in the form of the Ąbrous mat can be used for tissue
engineering applications [1].
As the skin undergoes many injuries through life, there is a strong need in reconstructive
medicine to Ąnd new approaches and materials for wound dressing and effective skin re-
generation. The intended material should fulĄl several properties, including nontoxicity,
biocompatibility, antisepsis, and mechanical strength [2]. The ideal wound healing material
must also provide sufficient elasticity to Ąt the wound shape, maintain a moist environment
and preserve gaseous exchange [3].
Polyhydroxyalkanoates as biocompatible polymers play a strategic role in this Ąeld. Several
scientiĄc studies report that the proliferation of diverse cells is facilitated using scaffolds
prepared from polyhydroxyalkanoates. There is also evidence about the better growth of
Ąbroblasts and keratinocytes on polyhydroxyalkanoates based scaffolds [3].
The theoretical part of this work will concentrate on microĄbers and their formation using
centrifugal spinning technology. The principle of forming the microĄbres and kinetics of the
process will be described in more detail, followed by a chapter on the parameters inĆuencing
the centrifugal spinning process. The potential use of this technology in medicine will also
be mentioned. In the second part of the theoretical part, attention will be focused on the
characteristics of biopolymers that can be spun by this technology and what properties of
the resulting Ąbres can be obtained.
In the experimental part, the dosing system of the centrifugal spinning device was mod-
iĄed. Optimisation of process parameters was performed on the initially prepared P(3-
hydroxybutyrate) solutions to Ąnd the spinning limits of individual solutions. Different
types of Ąbres were prepared by variation with the chemical composition of the solution
and process parameters, which were subsequently characterised by selected methods and




The theoretical part of the work is divided into two parts. The Ąrst of them deals with
the description of the technology used for the preparation of Ąbres. In the second part,
biopolymers suitable for the preparation of Ąbres by a given technology and their application
in medicine are further characterised.
2.1 Microscopic Ąbres
Since the outcome of the master´s thesis is microĄbrous substrates, the following chapter
and other chapters presented in the theoretical part of the work will be devoted exclusively
to microĄbers.
2.1.1 Characterisation of microĄber properties
The microĄber is, in general, deĄned as any Ąbre with a diameter of fewer than 10 mi-
crometres [4]. However, this deĄnition does not state the exact size limit, type or shape
of the Ąbres and the length to diameter ratio that meets the deĄnition of microĄbres. In
order to achieve consensus that will contribute to the research of microĄbres, Liu et al.
proposed a general deĄnition based on several partial deĄnitions. The deĄnition is worded:
ŚMicroĄbers are any natural or artiĄcial Ąbrous materials of threadlike structure with a
diameter less than 50µm, length ranging from 1µm to 5 mm, and length to diameter ratio
greater than 100Ś [5].
MicroĄbres excel due to their high surface area caused by their porous structure, low di-
ameter and Ćexibility. Because of their attractive properties, microĄbres can be applied in
various application Ąelds. The Ąbrillar structure of microĄbres could also mimic the skin´s
extracellular matrix (ECM). [1, 6, 7].
An extensive molecule network looking like a lattice describes the structure of ECM. It is
composed of collagen, glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans and glycoproteins, but its exact
composition depends on the species. ECM is a non-cellular structure that consists of several
types of Ąbrous proteins, including collagen, elastin or Ąbronectin [8, 9]. The schematic
structure of connective tissue with the extracellular matrix is presented in the Ągure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic composition of connective tissue with extracellular matrix composed
of several types of Ąbres (taken from [8])
2.1.2 Production of microĄbres
In the following chapter, several microĄber production techniques will be brieĆy described.
Melt-blown and spun-bond process
Melt-blown technology represents a one-step process that directly converts a polymer into
continuous low diameter Ąbres. The principle of the method is an extrusion of polymer
melt with low viscosity through a single row of very Ąne holes. The holes are located close
together in the order of 1,000Ű4,000 holes per m. The hot air Ćows from both sides at
the output of the row. In this way, the hot air keeps the polymer in a molten state. The
airstream develops a Ćutter, the Ąbres Ćap quickly back and forth, and they are cooled
down by surrounding air. Finally, the Ąbres are situated on a random laid nonwoven fabric.
Fibres produced through the melt-blow process achieve diameter in the range 1Ű5 µm. Still,
the Ąnal Ąbre diameter distribution could be broader. The technology works as a large-scale
commercial process that can produce fabrics on large rolls directly. Usually, the melt-blown
webs are used as Ąltration substrates, barrier fabrics or oil absorption mats [10, 11, 12].
Figure 2.2: Schematic conĄguration of melt-blown technology (taken from [12])
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The process is similar to spun-bond technology. The difference lies in the die assembly,
especially in the direction in which the air Ćows. In the melt-blown process, the air Ćows
parallel to the Ąbres emerging from the die. However, spun-bond technology is designed
with air crossing the Ćow of emerging Ąbres. The result is that the melt-blown process
produces Ąner Ąbres than spun-bond technology as they are not modiĄed by hot air. The
manufactured melt-blown webs are softer, bulkier and weaker. In comparison with spun-
bond webs, their pore size is smaller [10].
Electrospinning
Electrostatic spinning or shortly electrospinning deĄnes a technique for the production of
continuous submicron or nanometer Ąbres. The method is based on the usage of the electric
Ąeld, which is applied to polymer solution stored in a positively charged capillary. The elec-
tric Ąeld can convert a polymer solution drop into a so-called Ąne liquid jet, which produces
thin Ąbres. The prepared Ąbres are placed on a grounded collector. The conĄguration of
the electrospinning technology is shown in the Ągure 2.3 [13, 14, 15, 16].
Figure 2.3: Schematic conĄguration of electrospinning technology (taken and slightly mod-
iĄed from [17])
The Ąbres could be fabricated using electrospinning not only from polymers but also met-
als, ceramics and composites. The electrospinning process is affected by several factors,
including polymer concentration, solution viscosity and Ćow rate, electric Ąeld intensity,
work distance and air humidity. The process must run in a closed chamber under con-
trolled conditions of temperature and relative humidity. The closed chamber also decreases
the danger for the user while working with high-voltage and volatile solvents [13, 18].
2.2 Centrifugal spinning
Centrifugal spinning technology, also called rotary spinning or rotational jet spinning in
some publications, describes a method originally developed in 1924 by Hooper. The aim
was to produce artiĄcial silk threads from viscose or equivalent substances, and this was
achieved by applying centrifugal forces to the viscous material [19]. Modern devices based on
this principle provide the possibility of producing Ąbres with a diameter below 500 nm [20].
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2.2.1 The principle of the method
The centrifugally spinning machine is composed of several parts, which are presented in
Ągure 2.4. In the centre is located a spinneret that acts as a reservoir for polymer solution
as well. The spinneret has a T-shape with one hole on the top of the spinneret to inject
the polymer solution and two outputs on opposite sides. Around the spinneret, there are
many collectors, which function like a catcher for produced Ąbres [21].
The centrifugal spinning process consists of three stages, which could be brieĆy described as
follows. At the beginning of the spinning process, the polymer solution must be introduced
into the rotary spinneret (the Ąrst stage). During rotation after overcoming the surface
tension inside the spinneret, the polymer solution is ejected from the spinneret in the form
of jets (the second stage). The solvent is evaporating during the creation of jets. As a
result, formed dried nanoĄbres are deposited on the collectors. The process of drying is
also connected with stretching the Ąbres [21, 22].
Figure 2.4: Schematic conĄguration of centrifugal spinning (taken from [21])
To successfully prepare Ąbres, it is essential to understand the three stages of Ąbres for-
mation by centrifugal spinning technology. The Ąrst stage starts by injecting the material
into the spinneret. While material rotating in the spinneret, it is forced by many forces,
including friction, gravity, surface tension and centrifugal force. However, surface tension
and centrifugal force have the most signiĄcant inĆuence on the material. The end of the
Ąrst stage comes when the solution droplet originating from the oriĄce reaches the oriĄce’s
lower edge.
The second phase begins when the surface tension inside the oriĄce is overcome by centrifu-
gal force. The centrifugal force at which jets form has a speciĄc value related to a particular
process. It is also possible to calculate critical angular velocities when jets begin to form.
During the third phase, the solvent evaporates from the formed jets. At the same time, the
individual jets expand with inertial force. This process reduces the diameter of the Ąbres
so that the technology can also serve to form nanoĄbers.
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Like many other technologies, centrifugal spinning technology depends on many parameters
that directly or indirectly affect the formation and properties of the prepared Ąbre. Among
the given parameters are:
• surface tension,
• the viscosity of the solution,
• speed of the spinneret,
• a distance of the collector,
• evaporation rate of the solvent [22].
Selected parameters and their inĆuence will be the subject of this work.
2.2.2 Advantages over electrospinning technology
The electrospinning process as a technology suitable for producing microĄbers, which are
often used in the medical industry (such as in scaffolds, drug delivery systems, wound
dressings etc.), was brieĆy described in the chapter devoted to the production of microĄbers.
Since both electrospinning and centrifugal spinning technologies produce Ąbres suitable for
the same use, it is appropriate to compare them with each other [16].
A big advantage of centrifugal spinning technology compared with electrospinning is that
it does not need high voltage for running the process. Electrical energy is used for rotating
the spinneret. If the rotational speed is increased, the production efficiency is improved.
In contrast, the productivity of electrospinning is low. One of the relevant disadvantages
of electrospinning is also its dependence on the environment. Only a slight change in
humidity inĆuence the production of Ąbres and their quality. Moreover, the production
of Ąbres could be carried out only from polymer solutions with low concentrations. If the
volume of used solvents should be decreased, the centrifugal spinning technology can fulĄl
this ambition [1, 21]. However, based on the literature review, the concentration of P3HB
solutions for electrospinning varies from 3 to 10%. Therefore this parameter is not relevant
for the comparison [23, 24].
2.3 Biopolymers suitable for centrifugal spinning technology
Various natural or synthetic polymers have been tested and spun using centrifugal spin-
ning technology. Given that the work focuses on the preparation of Ąbrous substrates for
medicine, the following chapter will brieĆy present the biopolymers used in this work.
2.3.1 Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)
Poly (3-hydroxybutyrate) (P3HB) is the best known and Ąrst identiĄed member of the group
of polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), which consist of hydroxycarboxylic acid molecules. PHA
biopolymers, such as natural polyesters, are produced during fermentation by various types
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of bacteria that include a speciĄc class of enzymes called PHA synthases. The fermenta-
tion process is carried out under nutrient-restricting conditions with an excess of carbon.
Together with the bacterial strain and the carbon source, growth conditions are the main
factors inĆuencing the resulting molecular weight of PHA [25, 26, 27, 28].
Chemical properties
P3HB, as a polyester synthetized by bacteria, is produced in only one optically active form,
which leads to reaching a high percentage of P3HB crystallinity. The crystallinity of P3HB
can achieve the value above 60%. The structure of P3HB with a chiral centre is presented




























The application of P3HB in the medical industry is discussed due to its attractive proper-
ties, such as biodegradability within the body or the fact that it is a polyester like polyg-
lycolide. The similarity to polyglycolide is enhanced by the fact that P3HB, the same
as polyglycolide, degrades by hydrolysis. Degradation of P3HB results in the formation
of hydroxybutyric acid, which, like glycolic acid and lactic acid, is a naturally occurring
metabolite in the body [29].
Physical and mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of P3HB are similar to PET. The glass transition temperature
of P3HB reaches approximately 10 °C. In comparison with PET, there is a slight difference
in terms of hydrophobicity. P3HB exhibits less hydrophobic behaviour, which results in
its higher water absorption. Except for comparison with PET, the selective properties of
P3HB are very similar to polypropylene (PP). Water contact angle is published in range of
70Ű75°. An overview of selected properties and their comparison between P3HB and PP is
presented in table 2.1 [26, 29].
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Table 2.1: Comparison of selected properties of P3HB and PP ([26])
Particular property P3HB PP
Melting point 171Ű182 171Ű186
Crystallinity 65Ű80 65Ű70
Density 1.23Ű1.25 0.905Ű0.940
Molecular weight 1Ű8 2.2Ű7.0
UV light resilience good weak
Solvents resilience weak good
Biodegradability good Ű
P3HB is a naturally thermoplastic polymer with a melting point around 180 °C which
means that it could be processed as a traditional thermoplastic.A limitation is the relatively
narrow processing window due to its thermal degradation. The temperatures between -30
and 120 °C indicate a range in which P3HB can be used, provided that the original shape is
maintained. However, a relatively big disadvantage is the stiffness and brittleness of P3HB.
The possible application options are therefore limited [31].
Application of PHAs in skin tissue engineering
The main advantages of using PHAs in skin tissue engineering are their biocompatibility
and non-toxic degradation product Ű 3-hydroxybutyric acid naturally occurred in blood.
Biocompatibility of several PHAs prepared in the form of scaffolds was studied using vari-
ous skin types, including keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT) and Ąbroblasts. The several PHAs
that undergone the investigation were: P(3HB-co-3HV-co-HHx), P(3HB), P(3HB-co-3HV),
P(3HB-co-3HHx), P(3HB-co-4HHx), P(3HB-co-3HV-co-3HHx), P(4HB). Sankar et al. con-
centrated on the scaffold preparation from PHAs and their application in wound healing.
It was investigated that the porous structure of scaffolds (which on their scaffolds reached
67 %) is an advantage for adhesion and proliferation of Human Dermal Fibroblast cells [32].
Furthermore, in combination with a hydrogel, the scaffolds indicate controlled swelling and
biodegradation appropriate for wound healing application. Based on Veleirinho et al. study
results, the increased content of PHAs (speciĄcally P(3HB-co3HV)) used in the nanoĄbrous
scaffold blend with chitosan show better adhesion and also better wound healing process
in vivo. Nagiah et al. developed P3HB coaxially electrospun Ąbres coated with gelatin.
From their research can be reported that during in vitro degradation, both surface and bulk
erosion was observed. It was managed to point to the resistance of the P3HB Ąbres, and
their good thermal stability was shown too. Chen GQ, Wu Q. reported a study in which
they test both PHB and PHBV in the form of Ąlms with various types of cell cultures. In
the results they conclude that both materials exhibit high levels of cell adhesion and are
suitable for producing matrices for in vitro proliferation tests [32, 33].
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2.4 Wound healing with the use of a wound dressing
This section of the theoretical part will concentrate on wound dressings based on P3HB as
one of the future applications of the acquired knowledge from this Master´s thesis.
2.4.1 Natural wound healing process
The human body is constantly affected by various external factors. Therefore, there is a
function of human skin as a barrier. If the skin becomes injured, the healing process, usually
divided into three (some literature references state four) stages, begins. First of all, the
body starts the process called hemostasis, which represents the arrest of bleeding. The body
prevents blood loss by keeping the blood within the blood vessels. Basically, hemostasis
occurs through two processes - temporary blockage of the injured site by a platelet plug
and blood coagulation or creation of intricate network of polymerized Ąbrin protein (clot
formation). The result of these processes is the closure of the injured vasculature until the
tissues heal [34, 35].
In the second phase, the body elicits an inĆammatory response that involves several re-
actions. During the inĆammation, a blood clot is formed. Subsequently, the white blood
cells (leucocytes) are accumulated (the accumulation process is called inĆux) at the injury
site, which causes the ingestion of bacteria and other foreign particles in the injury. The
cellular debris is also cleaned up by these so called Ścell-eating leucocytesŚ [6, 36, 37]. The
inĆammatory reaction is ended by wound debridement, which represents removing dead
(necrotic) or in some way infected skin tissue. The onset and course of wound debridement
depend on many factors, especially on the type of wound [38].
The healing process continues with the subsequent phases, which are cell proliferation and
remodelling. All of the stages are straightforwardly described on Ągure 2.6. Cell growth and
their proliferation have an essential role in promotion and acceleration of the wound healing
process. The two mentioned processes - inĆammation and proliferation - are promoted by
growth factors and bioactive components. Thus, most of the wound dressings concentrate
on promoting cell proliferation by incorporation some speciĄc substances [39].
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Figure 2.6: SimpliĄed description of all stages of wound healing process (taken from [40])
2.4.2 Characteristics of a wound dressing
Wound dressings are usually applied to chronic or surgical wounds. The usage of wound
dressing is an immense advantage because of several reasons. First of all, the wound dressing
has the ability to compress the tissue in order to stop the bleeding process. Considering
that they are attached to an injured body part, the wound dressings immobilise that body
part as a result. They also act as a protection from the environment and soiling with body
Ćuids. Lastly, wound dressings are often used for promoting the wound healing process and
decreasing the pain [41].
The wound should be properly treated to avoid wound infections that can signiĄcantly
impact the whole healing process and its consequences. In some cases, sepsis and even
patient death can be the results of an inappropriate healing process. The used wound
dressing should meet several requirements, which, if they are meet, characterise the wound
dressing as an ideal. The requirements are [6]:
• act as a physical barrier
• be oxygen permeable
• provide a moist environment
• be sterile and non-toxic
• be non-adherent
• maintain a proper tissue temperature.
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The above brieĆy stated requirements are justiĄed in the design of an ideal wound dressing.
Various requirements provide speciĄc tasks or functions that are intensely important for
the proper and efficient progress of wound healing. Some of the requirements are listed in
the table 2.2 with a description of their importance [6].
Table 2.2: Characteristics of an ideal Wound dressing (taken from [6])
Characteristics of Wound dressing Importance in Wound healing
Providing a moist wound environment
Prevents dehydration and cell death
Promotes epidermal migration1 and
angiogenesis2
Maintains moisture at the wound bed
Removal of excess exudate
Exudate3 is essential for the wound healing pro-
cess, but excess exudate can cause healthy tissue
maceration4, resulting in a chronic wound.
Allows gaseous exchange
Oxygenation controls exudate levels and stimu-
lates epithelialization5 and Ąbroblasts6.
Prevents infections
Microbial infections delay the wound healing pro-
cess by prolonging the inĆammatory phase and by
inhibiting epidermal migration and collagen syn-
thesis.
Low adherence and painless removal
Removal of adherent dressing can be painful and
can cause further damage to granulation tissue7.
Cost effective
An ideal dressing should assure the wound healing
process at a reasonable cost.
Short description of the terms used in the table 2.2:
Epidermal migration1 Ű epidermal migration represents a mobilisation process of natu-
rally non-mobile epidermal cells, during which they spread across the wound. The process
is accompanied by the wound contraction [36].
Angiogenesis2 Ű determines the process of blood vessels growing from the existing vascu-
line [42].
Exudate3 Ű wound exudate constitutes a Ćuid mixture of water, electrolytes, nutrients,
inĆammatory mediators, white cells, proteases, growth factors and waste products, which
include wound exudate itself and possibly dressing degradation products. The presence
of exudate with the described composition, especially during acute wound healing (in-
Ćammatory and proliferation phases), is vital as it supplies all the nutrients required for
healing [43].
Tissue maceration4 Ű the deĄnition of maceration of skin around the wound is Śthe
softening and breaking down of skin resulting from prolonged exposure to moisture’ [44].
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Epithelialization5 Ű represents a process during which epithelial cells migrate upwards and
cover and repair the site of the wound (Epithelialization takes place during the proliferation
phase) [45, 46].
Fibroblasts6 Ű cells called Ąbroblasts play an essential role in producing collagen, gly-
coaminoglycans, and proteoglycans (signiĄcant components of the extracellular matrix);
Fibroblasts provide the restoration of injured tissue [47, 48].
Granulation tissue7 Ű is vascularised tissue formed during chronic inĆammation, com-
posed of macrophages, Ąbroblasts and neovasculature. The granulation tissue has two
major functions: promoting the growth of further granulations and stimulation of wound
contraction [49, 50].
As the new materials and wound dressings, in general, are developing, new demands on
wound dressings arise. Several of them are biodegradability, bioabsorbability (the ability
to be absorbed through the bioabsorption process whereby substances are absorbed by the
tissues and organs of organisms) and Ćexibility. In addition, the manipulation with the
wound dressings and their application must be uncomplicated [51].
2.4.3 Wound dressing types
Wound dressings could be divided into two groups Ű traditional ones and modern ones. Tra-
ditional wound dressings try to fulĄl primary requirements such as keeping the wound dry
and warm, including an absorbent pad and act as a physical barrier from the environment.
However, the traditional wound dressings have one signiĄcant deĄciency. Their adherence
to the human body causes serious difficulties and real trauma to the patients. In recent,
as the market potential of wound dressings increased, the traditional wound dressings were
developed, and their properties were improved and reĄned. The impregnation of paraffin
onto the gauze or coating viscose Ąbres with polypropylene can be named as examples [51].
Nevertheless, the mentioned traditional wound dressing types still do not meet the complex
requirements for the ideal wound dressings. For this reason, it is essential to concentrate
on developing new methods and materials for producing wound dressings. Several of the
modern wound dressing types with their advantages and disadvantages are listed below in
the table 2.3:
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• sustain a moist environment
• absorb wound exudates
• enhance tissue regeneration
• mechanically weak
• may provoke skin maceration
• unsuitable for third-degree burn
treatment or wounds with dry es-
char
Hydrogels
• high absorption properties




• ensure the solubility of growth
factor/antimicrobial agents
• weak mechanical properties





• high absorption properties
• can be cytotoxic
• have an unpleasant odor
• low mechanical stability
• maintain acidic pH at the wound
site
Films
• impermeable to bacteria
• allows the healing process to be
monitored
• painless removal
• hard to handle
• non-absorbent
• adhere to the wound bed and
cause exudate accumulation
Membranes
• act as physical barriers
• membranes simulate extracellular
matrix (ECM) structure
• assure gas exchange, cell prolifer-
ation, and nutrient supply
• the materials and solvents used in
the production
• process may be harmful
Fibers
• non-adherent
• high porosity and absorption ca-
pacity
• mimic the skin´s extracellular
matrix
• unsuitable for third-degree, es-
char, and dry wounds
• if the wound is highly exudative,
need a secondary dressing
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Both Ąbres and hydrogels need a secondary dressing for some reasons. Accordingly, their
combination could achieve a synergic effect through the association of advantages of both
types, and in addition, the Ąbres can work as a component bringing the required mechanical





P3HB (or abbreviated as PHB) in the form of white powder treated using acetone with
the product marking 2189 (𝑀w = 484,000 g/mol, 𝑇m = 173 °C) was supplied by NaĄgate
company.
Chloroform (abbr. as CHF) was provided by Sigma Aldrich as an anhydrous types stabi-
lized by ethanol and amylene respectively.
PEG was provided by the SLOVECA Sasol Slovakia spol. s.r.o. company with the com-
mercial name Slopeg 1000 in the form of white powder, 𝑀w = 1000 g/mol.
PLA IngeoTM 4060D was provided by NatureWorks LLC in the form of clear pellets;
𝑇g = 55Ű60 °C (ASTM D3418), 𝑇m = 210 °C.
PCL with commercial name CAPATM 6500 was provided by company Ingevity in the form
of white pellets, 𝑀n = 50,000 g/mol, 𝑇m = 58Ű60 °C.
SyncroflexTM 3114-LQ-(GD) (abbr. SYNC) (oligomeric adipate ester) was provided by
CRODA Europe LtD as a yellow oily liquid, dynamic viscosity 3000Ű3500mPa · s at 25 °C.
Acetyltri-n-butyl Citrate (Synonymes A4 or ATBC) with commercial name CitroĆex®
A-4 was provided by Vertellus LLC in the form of clear, oily liquid;
molecular formula C20H34O8; density 1.048 g/cm
3 at 25 °C.
EMERY MC 2192 (abbr. MC) as a liquid polyester fully composed of biobased monomers
was provided by Emery Oleochemicals, dynamic viscosity 5000mPa · s at 20 °C (DIN 53019 -
BrookĄeld method).
Minimum Essential Medium Eagle M4526 (Synonym: 𝛼MEM, MEM) in alpha mod-
iĄcation with sodium bicarbonate was provided by Sigma Aldrich as a sterile-Ąltered red
liquid, suitable for cell culture.
3.2 Optimization of centrifugal spinning Ąbres production
3.2.1 Upgrade of polymer solution dosing
For the laboratory preparation of Ąbres, the machine named FibeRio CycloneL1000 for
producing micro and nanoĄbers utilizing Forcespinning Technology® was used. As described
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in the theoretical part, the spinneret in the middle of the equipment is specialized for 2 ml
of polymer solution, injected directly into the spinneret before each cycle.
In order to achieve better handling and faster Ąbre production, it has been proposed to
change the existing intermittent dosing system to continuous. The dosing syringe containing
the polymer solution was connected to a syringe pump (LAMBDA VIT-FIT (HP) Syringe
Pump ŰInfusion Pump, shown in the Figure 3.1) located outside of the spinning device to
ensure a constant dosing rate. The syringe pump (Figure 3.2) moves forward at a pre-set
speed to evenly discharge a given amount of solution into the dosing hose. The polymer
solution was then moved into the device’s interior via the dosing hose, where it was dosed
directly into the spinneret via a wide needle during the spinning period before the stepper
motor was turned off. Figure 3.3 shows an inside view of the spinning system with the
dosing hose attached to the wide dosing needle pointing to the head.
Figure 3.1: Top view of a syringe pump with the dosing syringe
Figure 3.2: Front view of a syringe pump with the set feed rate
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Figure 3.3: Front view of the inside of the spinning device with the optimized dosing system
3.2.2 Processing parameters
The optimisation of processing parameters is essential to produce Ąbres. It is feasible to
accomplish Ąbre preparation reproducibility through uniformly deĄned process parameters
and detect another parameter’s instability if reproducibility is not achieved. Determining
the optimal process parameters for spinning individual solutions also serves to compare
them with each other.
The process parameters monitored and optimised in this work were: rotational speed, nee-
dle diameter, dosing speed and collector distance. Depending on the properties of solution
especially its viscosity and spinning ability, the dosing speed and rotational speed were var-
ied. The dosing speed on a syringe pump was set to 100 (which corresponds to 10.0 % of full
rotational speed) for most samples and 50 (5 %) for the remaining ones. A polymer solution
dosing speed of 50 corresponds to 40 ml of the polymer solution delivered in 90 seconds,
representing the duration of one spinning cycle.
The rotational speed of the spinneret was varied from 4,000 to 14,000 revolutions per
minute (abbreviated RPM). The 30G needles with outer diameter of 0.3 mm were used for
majority of the experiments. Some solutions, however, required spinning with 27G needles
with a 0.4 mm outer diameter. Additionally, the effect of needle diameter on the resulting
Ąbres diameter was also investigated using 25G needles with a 0.5 mm outer diameter.
After every three runs, the needles were replaced with new ones.
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For most samples, the collectors were placed at a distance of 130mm from the spinneret.
The collector distance was changed in a trial that assessed the effect of the collector distance
on the polymer solution spinnability. The total number of collectors present during spinning
cycles was 16, and all had the same dimensions: 11.5× 3.2× 0.7 cm.
3.2.3 Chemical composition of solution
Preparation of P3HB solutions in chloroform with different concentration
Several solutions were prepared for the Ąrst experiments on the centrifugal spinning ma-
chine by dissolving the P3HB powder in chloroform at four concentrations Ű 3, 5, 7 and
10 wt.% Ethanol was the chloroform stabiliser. The choice of concentration was based on
the literature review and experiences gained while working on a bachelor’s thesis. The so-
lutions were prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of P3HB and chloroform (table 3.1)
and heating in a water bath at 58 °C for 80min in a closed boiling Ćask to prevent the
chloroform evaporating. The temperature was set slightly below the boiling point of the
chloroform to reach complete dissolution of polymer and at the same time prevent the cre-
ation of overpressure inside of the closed boiling Ćask. When the whole amount of P3HB
was dissolved, the preparation was complete.
Table 3.1: The required amounts of P3HB and chloroform for preparation of polymer
solutions





The viscosity of each solution was determined after the solutions were prepared and cooled
down. The viscosity measurement was always performed directly after polymer solution
preparation and after the preparation of Ąbres.
Preparation of P3HB solutions in chloroform with different chloroform stabi-
lizer
To prepare the polymer solutions for centrifugal spinning, the chloroform was used as
a solvent. The effect of a chloroform stabiliser on the prepared solution’s stability and
the properties of Ąbres made from the polymer solution was investigated. The compared
stabilisers were amylene and ethanol at widely available concentrations.
Preparation of P3HB solutions in chloroform with a few other biopolymers
The solutions with the concentration of 5, 7 and 10 wt.% were modiĄed by making blends
with a few other biopolymers. For this purpose, it was decided to use polyethylene gly-
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col (PEG), polylactic acid (PLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL). The ratio of P3HB to other
biopolymer was suggested as 70:30 since the microĄbres should be based on P3HB, and the
30 wt.% of the other biopolymer is sufficient to see some changes in production or properties
of Ąbres. The modiĄcation in Ąbres processing and Ąbres properties based on the presence
of another biopolymer was observed.
Preparation of P3HB solutions with addition of plasticizer
A change in the chemical composition of the polymer solution was also studied by the
addition of a plasticiser. The intention was to determine whether applying the plasticiser
directly to the polymer solution could increase the strain of the Ąbre structures created
by centrifugal spinning technology. Based on previous work dealing with modiĄcation of
P3HB by plasticiser in the melt, three potentially working types of plasticisers were selected
- SyncroĆex, CitroĆex A4 and EMERY MC 2192. The amount of the plasticisers added to
the solution was 5, 10 and 15 wt.% based on the weight of P3HB used.
3.3 Characterization of centrifugal spinning Ąbres produc-
tion
3.3.1 Gel permeation chromatography
Gel permeation chromatography is an analytical method based on differences in the molec-
ular weights of individual samples, provided that the difference in molecular weights is
signiĄcant. Separation of the individual fractions of the sample based on their molecular
weight is performed using a porous swollen gel. The principle is that the low molecular
weight fractions are caught in the pores of the gel and retained in the system for a more
extended period of time. The high molecular weight fractions, on the other hand, do not
Ąt into the pores of the porous gel, which causes them to pass through the system without
much delay [52].
The decrease in the molecular weight of P3HB powder was determined by measuring it
over time. As the molecular weight inĆuence the spinnability and Ąbres properties, it was
essential to know the value.
Firstly, the P3HB powder was dissolved in chloroform stabilized by ethanol and diluted
to a 3Ű6µg/ml concentration. The GPC analysis was performed on Agilent Technologies
HPLC series 1100 chromatograph with PLgel mixed-c 5 µm, 7.5× 300mm column, with
chloroform as the mobile phase. Linear polystyrene standards with narrow distribution
were used for calibration.
3.3.2 Viscosity measurement
The viscosity of a polymer solution directly relates to the molecular weight of the polymer.
Polymers with a high molecular weight increase the viscosity of the solvents in which they
dissolve signiĄcantly. Increased polymer viscosity is caused by strong internal friction be-
tween arbitrarily coiled and swollen macromolecules and the surrounding solvent molecules.
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In reality, the higher the viscosity, the higher the molecular weight of the polymer, but the
correlation is not straight [53, 54].
The viscosity of the polymer solution was directly measured after it was prepared directly
and furthermore after the Ąbres were produced. The aim was to capture how the viscosity
of the polymer solution changed. The viscosity was determined using a BrookĄeld RVDV-
II+PX rotational viscometer, which was calibrated Ąrst on a standard oil with a known
viscosity 4955 cP. For most of the measured solutions, the measurement was carried out by
the laboratory temperature with 50 ml of the polymer solution using spindle number 6.
3.3.3 Parameters reĆecting spinnability
Spinnability is deĄned as the quality of being suitable for spinning or the capability to be
spun (used of Ąbres) [55]. The polymer solution spinnability was assessed based on several
parameters, which were evaluated visually during the formation of the Ąbres and at the
same time after their preparation. The observed parameters may include:
• the weight of Ąbres formed
• the rate of Ąbre formation during a given spinning cycle
• the presence of beads
• the stickiness of the formed Ąbres
• the formation of a bulky cocoon of Ąbres in the whole space among the collectors.
After each spinning cycle, the prepared Ąbres were removed and weighed on analytical
balances. The weights of the individual Ąbre cocoons were compared with each other.
To conĄrm or rule out the possibility of reproducible Ąbre output under predetermined
conditions, the spinning cycle was repeated at least Ąve times under the same conditions.
3.3.4 Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), as one of the thermal analysis methods, measures
the change in weight of the sample as a function of temperature (scanning mode) or
time (isothermal mode). Thus, the processes of desorption, absorption, sublimation, evap-
oration, oxidation, reduction and decomposition can be monitored by TGA. However, ther-
mal processes that are not associated with a change in sample weight (melting, crystalli-
sation, glass transition) cannot be determined by TGA. The measurement is carried out
in an inert (mostly nitrogen) or oxidising (air or oxygen) environment. The analysis yields
a TGA curve, which is a graphical representation of the change in sample weight (wt.%) as
a function of temperature (°C) or time (min) [56].
Prepared Ąbres, individual pure materials as a reference (PHB, PLA, PCL, plasticizers),
and foils produced by slow evaporation of the solvent from the solutions used for Ąbre
preparation were all subjected thermogravimetric analysis. A small cut piece of the foil
or a small cluster of Ąbres placed in an aluminium pan was used to carry out the mea-
surement. The weight of the individual samples utilized for the analysis ranged in weight
from 15 to 30 mg.
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The measurement was performed on a TGA Q500 instrument from TA Instruments in
nitrogen and an oxidizing atmosphere. The temperature program for sample analysis was
set as follows: equilibrate to 40 °C, isothermal at 40 °C for 1 min, heating to 500 °C at a rate
of 5 °C/min, transition to an oxidizing atmosphere, heating to 550 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min,
cooling to room temperature.
3.3.5 Differential scanning calorimetry
The DSC method is based on measuring enthalpy changes that the material absorbs or
releases into the environment because of chemical, physical or biological processes. These
changes can be divided into endothermic (heat is consumed), which can include melting,
evaporation and glass transition, and exothermic (heat is released), which in turn includes
crosslinking, crystallization, or chemical decomposition. All these processes are then rep-
resented by a deviation from the baseline of the DSC curve, which otherwise represents
a constant value of heat Ćux Q. The measurement is suitable, for instance, for recognizing
materials and their blends, for determining the glass transition temperature, the melting
point and for calculating the crystallinity [57].
Analysis was carried out with approximately 10 mg of material of appropriate dimensions
placed in an aluminium pan. The samples were measured on a DSC 2500 (TA Instruments,
New Castle, DE, USA) and analysed in a nitrogen environment with a Ćow rate of 70 ml/min
with the following temperature regime:
The measurement was initiated by tempering to −30 °C (in the case of PCL analysis alone,
the temperature was reduced to −70 °C) with a residence time of 1 minute. Heating was
performed at a rate of 10 °C/min to 200 °C for 1 minute, after which cooling to −30 °C was
selected, and the whole cycle was repeated in the same manner. Finally, the temperature
was lowered to 30 °C.
3.3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscope scans with an electron beam over the observed sample
and creates an image by detecting low energy secondary electrons emitted from the sample’s
surface. The microscope was used to examine the structure and morphology of prepared
Ąbres. The diameter of the Ąbres and the presence of beads on the Ąbres were also measured
and compared [58].
The prepared Ąbres were observed with a ZEISS EVO LS 10 microscope. Polaron gold was
used for gilding all the samples, and the gilding took place in manual mode by combining
gold and palladium (duration 60 s). Argon with a purity of 99.996 was used as a gilding gas.
The voltage was 1.5 kV, current 14 mA. Gold-plated samples were scanned in secondary
electron (SE) mode.
3.3.7 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) represents a combination of an optical imag-
ing microscope and a point scanning by a monochromatic laser beam. The CLSM can
create 2D and 3D images of the surface with the advantage of not requiring prior surface
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preparation, and in comparison to the SEM, it is not limited in terms of scanning range
[59].
Fibres were observed on the CLSM LEXT OLS 3000 microscope using 5x, 10x, 20x, 50x
type of objective. Samples were analysed under upper exposure with half of the light
intensity, bright Ąlter and without polariser. An adhesive tape was utilised to mount the
samples on an specimen stage.
The software of the CLSM microscope was also used to provide an analysis of the Ąbre
diameter. The analysis was made using the measurement of the distance between two
points. A minimum of ten Ąbres was selected for measurement; each Ąbre was only measured
once.
3.3.8 Tensile test
The tensile test is one of the static testing methods of mechanical properties. It is possible
to determine the effect of tensile deformation, from which the strength of the material
is evaluated, test sample that was made of the given material, respectively. Suppose the
dimensions of the test samples are readily measurable and given by a norm; the result of
the measurement is a tensile curve, which shows the dependence of the applied stress 𝜎 on
the relative deformation 𝜖. The linear region of this curve is used to determine Young’s
modulus of elasticity 𝐸, which is characteristic of each material. The curve further provides
information on yield strength, tensile strength, or elongation. The resulting tensile curve
can have a different shape depending on the type of material. Materials that behave brittle
show high strength values without the presence of yield strength and very low ductility. On
the contrary, tough polymers achieve the highest values of ductility among the measured
materials [60].
The tensile test was performed on samples in the form of planar strips, which were cut from
planar substrates manufactured by the company Nano4Fibers. The strips were cut manually
on a manual sample cutter (Ągure 3.4a, which is in detail showed in the Ągure 3.4b), and
the strips thus prepared had dimensions (38 × 5.3) mm. At both ends of the cut strips,
space was created to properly hold the sample between the wedge grips of the test device.
The tested samples are shown in the Ągure 3.4c. The thickness of the individual strips
was measured using a micrometre. Since the thicknesses of the individual planar substrates
varied at various places, the calculated force dependencies on the relative elongation of the
sample were related to a speciĄc thickness to make the samples comparable.
The cut specimens in the form of strips were tested on universal test equipment ZWICK Z 010.
A 10 N load cell was used for the force measurement and 10 N wedge grips was used to
hold the specimens. Initial distance between clamps was set to 20 mm and considered as
the initial length of tested sample. Before the actual measurement, the input values - the
thickness of individual samples - were entered into the software. All samples were measured
at a speed of 10 mm/min. The test was terminated by software when the applied force
reached 80 % its maximum value.
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(a) Device for manual samples cutting in the form
of thin strips with dimensions (38 × 5.3) mm
(b) Detailed view on the cutting part of the de-
vice
(c) Samples produced by device for manual strips
cutting with an additional material on both size
for successful holding the sample between the
wedge grips
Figure 3.4: Device for manual cutting the samples in the form of strips with dimensions
(38 × 5.3) mm and the produced samples used for tensile test
3.3.9 Biological properties (cell viability, proliferation and differentia-
tion)
Scaffold preparation and Manipulability test
The manipulability test aimed to determine for both forms of laboratory prepared Ąbres
(cotton like and planar) whether it is possible to prepare disk-like samples required for
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biological tests and ascertain if the samples are dimensional stable in water and if the
manipulation with those samples in well plates are possible without sample damage.
Demanded disk-like samples with diameter of 6 mm were cut from both mentioned above
forms of Ąbres. The cutting was made manually with a steel punch with a corresponding
inner diameter. The prepared disk-like samples were placed in a test plate with 96 wells.
Their position was several times changed in order to see how the static charge makes
handling difficult. The 3 drops of culture medium were added to the samples in wells
(Figure 3.5) to exclude strong hydrophobicity. Samples with the following designation were
used for testing (Table 3.2):
Table 3.2: IdentiĄcation and description of the form of Ąbres used to test the samples
manipulability
Sample number Sample name Sample form
1 Planar10gsm_PHB planar
2 Vata30G_PHB cotton-like
Figure 3.5: Manipulation test with prepared disk-like samples placed in wells of a test plate
covered by three drops of culture medium to improve handling with the samples
Scaffold seeding
The procedures deals with cell cultures were performed by cooperating Institute of Exper-
imental Medicine of CAS, Department of Tissue Engineering. Scaffolds with a diameter
of 6 mm in 96-well plates were sterilized using ethylene oxide. A culture medium (20 µL
drops) was put on the bottom of the wells, where scaffolds were subsequently added. The
culture medium contained Dulbecco’s ModiĄed Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Sigma Aldrich)
enriched by 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco) and 1 % of antibiotics (100 U/mL peni-
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cillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin; Sigma Aldrich). Because of the hydrophobic nature of
some scaffolds, another 20 µL of culture medium was added to all the tested groups. The
samples were incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. Afterwards, scaffolds were seeded by 2 × 104
of 3T3 Ąbroblasts (ECACC) in 30 µL of culture medium per well. Cells were left to adhere
for 2 hours; then, the medium was Ąll up to 250 µL per well. Cell-seeded scaffolds were
cultured for 7 days in a humidiĄed incubator at 10 % of CO2 and 37 °C. The cultured
medium was changed on day 3. SimpliĄed scheme of biological testing of scaffolds is shown
in Ągure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: SimpliĄed scheme of biological testing of scaffolds (taken from [61])
Cell viability analysis
MTS assay (CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay; Promega) was
used to probe cell metabolic activity. Samples were transferred to clean 96-wells to avoid
measurement of cells growing on the bottom of the well. MTS solution (20 µL) and 100 µL of
the fresh medium were added to the wells with scaffolds or with the control 3T3 Ąbroblasts
seeded on the bottom of the well. The microplate was incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours. The
MTS substrate is metabolized by mitochondrial enzymes to violet formazan, which absorbs
light at 490 nm. The absorbance of the solution (100 µL) was read in clean microplates
using a microplate reader (InĄnite M200 PRO, Tecan, Switzerland) at 490 nm and reference
wavelength 690 nm. The absorbance of scaffold without cells incubated with MTS substrate
was subtracted from the values.
Cell proliferation
QuantiĄcation of DNA was used to determine cellular proliferation. The samples were
analyzed using Quant-iT™ dsDNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies). After MTS measurement,
the scaffolds were put in 200 µL of cell lysis solution (0.2 % v/v Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris
(pH 7.0), and 1 mM EDTA) and lysed by freeze-thawing (3 cycles with rough vortexing). For
analysis, 20 µL of cell lysate from samples was added to 200 µL of reagent solution, which
is bind to double-strand DNA of cells and emits a Ćuorescence signal. The Ćuorescence
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intensity was recorded on a multimode Ćuorescence reader (InĄnite M200 PRO, Tecan,
Switzerland; 𝜆ex = 485 nm, 𝜆em = 523 nm). The Ćuorescence of the scaffolds incubated
without cells was subtracted from the measured values. Results were evaluated using the
calibration curve of the standards in the kit.
Cell distribution
Cell distribution on the Ąbrous scaffolds was detected using confocal microscopy. Samples
were Ąxed with frozen methyl alcohol (−20 °C) for 10 min. Subsequently, the Ćuorescent
probe 3,3’-diethyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiOC6(3), Invitrogen, 1 µg/mL in PBS (pH 7.4))
was added and incubated with the samples for 30 min at room temperature to visualize the
intracellular membranes. Afterwards, cell nuclei were stained using propidium iodide (PI;
5 µg/mL in PBS, 10 min; Sigma Aldrich), which is intercalated into cell DNA. The scaffolds
were washed with PBS and visualized using confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 880 Airyscan).
Used wavelengths were 𝜆ex = 488 nm and 𝜆em = 520 nm in the case of DiOC6(3) and
𝜆ex = 560 nm and 𝜆em = 580 nm in the case of propidium iodide.
Statistics
MTS assay and DNA quantiĄcation were performed on 6 independently prepared samples.
Because of the variability of the measured results, margin values were not included. Nev-
ertheless, at least 4 samples were used for the statistic evaluation. Quantitative data are
presented as mean values ± standard deviation (SD). Results were evaluated statistically
using SigmaStat 12.0, Systat. If the data passed the normality test and the test of equality
of variances, statistical signiĄcance between a pair of groups was determined by ANOVA
test and Tukey’s comparative test for posthoc analysis. If the data were without normal
distribution, statistical signiĄcance between a pair of groups was determined using Kruskal-
Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Ranks and Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for
post hoc analysis. All results were considered statistically signiĄcant if p was <0.05.
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4 Results and discussion
In the following chapter, the relevant results obtained during the work on the submitted
Master´s thesis will be presented and discussed.
4.1 Optimization of spinnability of P3HB solutions
The tables 4.1 and 4.2 provide a detailed description of Ąbres formed using P3HB solu-
tions with three different concentrations spun at three different rotational speeds. The
appendix A lists the SEM images of the individual Ąbres compared as part of the optimiza-
tion, which gives a better overview of what the Ąbres looked like. Table 4.1 presented a
description of symbols used in the table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Description of symbols used in the table 4.2
I II III IV V VI
Porosity Fiber shape Beads count Impurities count Cluster count Rating
Table 4.2: Screening of Ąbres preparation by three different rotational speed of the spinneret
using P3HB solutions with three different concentration
3 wt.% 5 wt.% 7 wt.%
4000
I not recognized Ű> Ą-
bres are not porous
I little evidence about
porosity at some places
I clusters are a little bit
porous
II several Ąbres connected
together
II separated long Ąbres
without much clusters
II separated long Ąbres
with some clusters
III barely III not recognized III not recognized
IV few IV barely IV barely
V repeatedly V rarely V rarely (just small ones)
VI nice Ąbres with many
clusters
VI separated Ąbres with-
out impurities
VI similar
as 5 wt.% 4,000 RPM
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5000
I clusters are highly
porous (many big
pores), Ąbres not
I Ąbres and clusters are
not porous
I not recognized
II separated, but many of
them are conglomerate
II many separated thin Ą-
bres, wrapped around
themselves
II separated long Ąbres
III much more
than 3 wt.% 4,000
RPM
III few III not recognized
IV often IV more than 5 wt.% 4,000
RPM
IV rarely
V more than 3 wt.% 4,000
RPM
V just a few small ones V not recognized
VI samples are not ho-
mogenous, can not
be characterized as a
whole
VI twisted and wrapped Ą-




I many pores on clusters
and also Ąbres passing
through clusters
I clusters are a little bit
porous
I porosity recognized just
on places where Ąbres
are connected
II none separated long Ą-
bres
II short thin Ąbres II mostly separated Ąbres
with some clusters
III many III enormous III not recognized
IV many IV similar as 5 wt.% 5,000
RPM
IV rarely
V many, but small ones V many small ones V not recognized
VI terrible looking Ąbres VI very bad looking Ąbres VI unsightly-looking Ąbres
It is clear from the description of the Ąbres that there is a relatively narrow window of
process parameters for each P3HB solution at which the solution can be successfully spun.
The term successful spinning in this method means forming a cocoon of Ąbres extending
over the entire space between the spinneret and the surrounding collectors. Moreover, it
should be provided that the Ąbres are not glued together and are not accompanied by the
formation of a large number of beads.
Based on the given results, attention was focused on Ąnding the optimal conditions for each
P3HB solution to achieve the formation of a cocoon of Ąbres, if possible.
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4.2 Viscosity measurement
The preparation of a solution of P3HB in chloroform and its properties, especially concern-
ing viscosity, affect the spinning process itself and the reproducibility of the Ąbre prepara-
tion. As differences in viscosity were observed in the preparation of the solutions, which
subsequently manifested themselves in the failure of spinning, the issue of the viscosity of
the solution was subsequently given great attention.
The results from viscosity measurement of polymer solutions prepared using two different
types of chloroform is listed in table 4.4. The values represent the difference between
chloroform as a solvent that is either stabilized by ethanol or by amylene.
























Figure 4.1: The decrease in the viscosity of P3HB solution in chloroform stabilized with
amylene as a function of time
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Table 4.3: The average values of viscosity of 7 wt.% P3HB solutions (N = 5) in chloroform
stabilised by ethanol measured before and after the preparation of Ąbres to see the viscosity
increase
before after
Average viscosity (mPa · sec) 3828 4420
Deviation (mPa · sec) 168 10
Deviation (%) 4 0
As shown in the Ągure 4.1, the viscosity of a P3HB solution in chloroform stabilized with
amylene is strongly time-dependent. Under the inĆuence of heat and light, chloroform
decomposes into toxic phosgene and hydrogen chloride according to the equation 4.1. To
prevent this reaction, chloroform is stabilized by either ethanol or amylene, which is, after
recovering or drying process, no longer present. It was found that amylene is an ineffective
stabilizer in case of P3HB solution since it does not effectively prevent phosgene and hydro-
gen chloride formation. The hydrogen chloride apparently causes cleavage of PHB chains
and therefore the changes of viskosity. Because viscosity is a key parameter in the spinning
process, it is impossible to achieve reproducible Ąbre preparation using this solution [62].
2 CHCl3 + O2 → 2 COCl2 + 2 HCl (4.1)
Table 4.4: The change of viscosity of 10 wt.% P3HB solutions in chloroform stabilised by
ethanol and amylene measured before and after the preparation of Ąbres
Choloform stabilised by ethanol stabilised by amylene
before after before after
Viscosity (mPa · sec) 18720 −→ 19000 7320 → 2810
The table 4.4 shows the change in viscosity of solutions prepared by dissolving P3HB in
chloroform stabilised by ethanol and amylene, respectively. The change in the viscosity
value was observed before and after Ąbre preparation.
In the case of a solution prepared in chloroform stabilised by ethanol, we see a slight increase
in viscosity due to the partial evaporation of chloroform. Thus, a slight increase in the
viscosity of the solution is associated with an increase in polymer solution concentration.
However, a solution prepared in chloroform stabilised by amylene shows a considerable
decrease in viscosity, corresponding to the presented dependence in Ągure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: The increase in the viscosity of solutions of P3HB, P3HB with an addition of
PLA and PCL, respectively in chloroform stabilized with amylene as a function of time
The experimentally measured dependence of viscosity on the solution concentration was
used to optimise the properties of the solution. There was a tendency to prepare mixture
solutions with the same viscosity value as the solution of P3HB alone. However, it can be
seen from the Ągure that the viscosity of a solution containing exclusively P3HB increases
most rapidly with increasing polymer concentration compared to solutions containing 30%
PLA and PCL, respectively. In the end, the solutions were not prepared to the same

































Figure 4.3: Viscosity measurement of 7 wt.% P3HB solutions in chloroform stab. by ethanol
- reference, with an addition of 5, 10 and 15 wt.% three diferent types of plasticiser - Syn-
croĆex, A4 and EMERY MC 2192. The viscosity was measured before and after preparation
of Ąbres.
It is evident from the Ągure 4.3 that the addition of plasticiser did not cause any signiĄcant
change in the viscosity of the solutions. The only difference was noted for the sample
containing SyncroĆex. In this sample, it is possible to observe a decrease in viscosity with
increasing plasticiser content and an increase in viscosity after Ąbre preparation, during
which a partial amount of chloroform apparently evaporated.
4.3 InĆuence of molecular weight on brittleness of Ąbres
The preparation of the Ąrst Ąbres for this work was carried out two years ago. Since the
molecular weight of P3HB is not constant over a longer time horizon, this phenomenon was
veriĄed by comparing the molecular weight of P3HB in table 4.5. The measured molecular
weight distributions of P3HB are presented in appendix C.
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Table 4.5: The average values of viscosity of 7 wt.% P3HB solutions (N = 5) in chloroform
stabilised by ethanol measured before and after the preparation of Ąbres to see the viscosity
increase
Sample Date Mw (g/mol)
P3HB 2189 powder 08/08/2018 5.76 · 105
P3HB 2189 powder 08/12/2020 4.84 · 105
Fibres prepared by centrifugal spinning two years ago show no signs of brittleness, which
may be due to the initially relatively high molecular weight of P3HB. Monitoring the effect
of a decrease in the molecular weight of P3HB on the ageing and onset of the brittleness
of Ąbres will be the subject of further investigation. A 7 wt.% polymer solution using
P3HB powder with a molecular weight of 300,000 g/mol was prepared for the comparison.
However, this solution did not reach a sufficient viscosity to spin the solution. The further
investigation of the inĆuence of molecular weight will be carried out using P3HB with a
higher molecular weight than the mentioned P3HB powder.
The evolution of Ąbre brittleness over time was observed on the prepared Ąbres indepen-
dently of the use of various P3HB molecular weights. After preparation, the Ąbres were
placed in a laboratory drying oven at a preset temperature of 80 °C for 4 hours. Evapora-
tion of residual chloroform should result in the formation or increase in brittleness of the
Ąbres. This assumption could not be conĄrmed. After drying, the Ąbres did not show any
visible changes in the brittleness properties. The change was observed for Ąbres containing
30 % by weight of PCL, which appeared to be more elastic after drying.
An interesting Ąnding related to the change in molecular weight is the use of chloroform
with a different stabilizer. The Ągure shows a comparison of molecular weight distributions
of P3HB powder analyzed using amylene and ethanol stabilized chloroform. In addition,
the Ągure also shows a comparison of the molecular weights of P3HB analyzed in the form
of solutions prepared using chloroform stabilized by amylene and ethanol.
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P3HB 2189 7 wt.% solution in CHF stab. by amylene
𝑀w = 1.84 · 10
5 g/mol, 𝐷 = 3.15
P3HB 2189 7 wt.% solution in CHF stab. by ethanol
𝑀w = 4.33 · 10
5 g/mol, 𝐷 = 3.97
P3HB 2189 analysed in CHF stab. by amylen;
𝑀w = 4.27 · 10
5 g/mol, 𝐷 = 5.06
P3HB 2189 analysed in CHF stab. by ethanol;
𝑀w = 4.42 · 10
5 g/mol, 𝐷 = 4.06
Figure 4.4: The comparison of molecular weight distributions of P3HB analysed in chloro-
form stabilised by amylene and ethanol and
It is evident from the Ągure 4.4 that the dissolution of P3HB powder in chloroform stabilized
by amylene signiĄcantly reduces the molecular weight of the polymer. As a result, the ability
to spin a given polymer solution is subsequently affected, which will be discussed in more
detail in the following chapter. According to the Ągure, the result of the GPC analysis itself
is not affected by which stabilizer is used for the measurement.
4.4 InĆuence of chloroform stabiliser on P3HB solutions and
prepared Ąbres
Properties of foils after evaporation a part of chloroform
The foil-forming 7 wt.% P3HB solution prepared using amylene-stabilised chloroform im-
mediately after pouring onto a petri dish began to form droplets and did not remain uniform
at all. This subsequently created the impression of interconnected drops, which was also
reĆected in the richly structured of the resulting foil. However, the strength was satisfying.
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The foil prepared using a 7 wt.% P3HB solution in chloroform stabilised by ethanol was
smooth, uniform and showed a relatively high degree of elasticity (plasticity respectively)
after evaporation of a part of the chloroform.
Properties of foils after evaporation of whole residual chloroform
After evaporation of all residual chloroform, the foil prepared from chloroform stabilised by
amylene remained signiĄcantly uneven. It also maintained a high strength in those places.
However, it reached a relatively high brittleness.
The foil prepared from the P3HB solution with ethanol-stabilised chloroform achieved
higher strength than the Ąrst type of foil described. However, after the evaporation of
chloroform, there was a signiĄcant loss of plastic behaviour. Thus, the residual chloroform
acted as a temporary plasticiser in the foil.
(a) Chloroform stabilised with amylene used (b) Chloroform stabilised with ethanol used
Figure 4.5: Foils prepared by evaporation of chloroform with two different types of stabilisers
from 7 wt.% P3HB solution
Spinnability of fibers from 7 wt.% P3HB solution in chloroform stabilised by
amylene
The centrifugal spinning of a 7 wt.% solution of P3HB in chloroform stabilised with amylene
was carried out with difficulty. Below the rotational speed of 6000 RPM, no Ąbres could
be prepared; the solution Ćowed out of the top of the spinneret without forming Ąbres. At
a speed of 6000 RPM, it was possible to observe the formation of short, spattered Ąbres
strongly adhered to the collectors. Further increase in speed did not show a signiĄcant
change in the spinnability of the solution. It was only at 10000 RPM that intact, elastic
Ąbres were formed, but the rotational speed of the spinning head was already so high that
a strong air stream was created in the space between the collectors, which entrained the
resulting Ąbres through the gap between the individual collectors.
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Figure 4.6: Fibres prepared from a 7 wt.% P3HB solution of amylene-stabilised chloroform
have been entrained from the space between the spinneret and the collectors by a strong
air stream during centrifugal spinning.
Spinnability of fibers from 7 wt.% P3HB solution in chloroform stabilised by
etanol
By using a 7 wt.% solution of P3HB in ethanol-stabilised chloroform, it was possible to
successfully prepare a bulky cocoon of Ąbres extending over the entire space between the
spinning head and the collectors. However, the stable reproducibility of the preparation of
Ąbres from this solution has not yet been demonstrated.
4.5 Spinnability and reproducibility of Ąbres preparation
The spinning of P3HB solutions has long been accompanied by the impossibility of creating
a higher content of long, non-glued Ąbres without the formation of beads. The performed
optimization described in the chapter 4.1 found the limits of individual polymer solutions
with different concentrations of polymer. Examples of stages where spinning was not suc-
cessful are shown in the 4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c Ągures.
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(a) Not efficient centrifugal spinning of a P3HB solution
(b) Planar Ąbrous layer resembling paper (c) Successfully prepared bulky cocoon of Ąbres
Figure 4.7: Progress in the preparation of Ąbres from a solution of P3HB in chloroform by
the centrifugal spinning method
A demonstration of centrifugal spinning of solution, which was complicated to transform
into Ąbres is presented in the Ągure 4.7a. Due to almost impossible spinning of the so-
lution, only a small amount of Ąbres was formed. Most of them could not adhere to the
collectors, due to the their shrinkage were caught with a rotating needle and therefore were
Ąnally wound on the spinneret. The second case of unsuccessful preparation of Ąbres using
centrifugal spinning was when the resulting Ąbres fell into only one plane of the collectors,
where over time, they multiplied and glued together, which ultimately created a planar Ą-
brous layer resembling paper (4.7b). Figure 4.7c shows the successful formation of a bulky
cocoon of Ąbres in the entire space among the collectors.
Reproducibility of Ąbres was analysed based on weight of prepared cocoons of Ąbres after
each cycle of centrifugal spinning. At least 3 cycles for each Ąbre sample were repeated in
order to get some statistical information about the values. Weights of selected prepared
cocoons are listed in tables 4.6 and 4.7.
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After optimising the dosage (its changes to continuous dosing respectively) while at the same
time stabilising the spinning time, the reproducibility of the Ąbre preparation was veriĄed.
The reproducibility was assessed by comparing the weights of the cocoons prepared by
re-spinning one polymer solution under the same conditions and the same length of the
individual spinning cycles. The cocoons weights of the two selected polymer solutions are
listed in tables 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. It is clear from the tables that the deviation
between the weights of the cocoons reaches a value below 10%, which can be considered as
a reproducible preparation of the Ąbres.
Table 4.6: Cocoons weights of reference cotton-like samples prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB
solution in chloroform stab. by ethanol, 30G needles were used
Ref 7PHB CHF (EtOH) 30G 10,000 RPM




Average (g) 0.187 0.185
Deviation (g) 0.014 0.015
Deviation (%) 7.7 7.9
Table 4.7: Cocoons weights of cotton-like samples prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution
in chloroform stab. by ethanol with an addition of 15 wt.% EMERY MC 2192 plasticiser,
30G needles were used
7PHB CHF (EtOH) 30G 10,000 RPM 15 wt.% EMERY MC 2192









Average (g) 0.218 0.211
Deviation (g) 0.008 0.008
Deviation (%) 3.8 3.5
At the same time, the tables show cocoons weights Śas preparedŚ and Świthout chloroformŚ
in the next column. ŚAs preparedŚ means directly after cocoons preparation and Świthout
chloroformŚ represents the cocoon weight measured several days afterwards when it was
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expected that the whole amount of chloroform would be evaporated. No signiĄcant decrease
in the weight of the cocoons caused by the evaporation of chloroform was detected. It can
be concluded that its content in the Ąbres was minimal.
4.6 Thermal analysis
The Ąbres were subjected to thermal analysis. Actual polymer ratios were monitored by
TGA, including veriĄcation of added plasticiser content. The determined polymer ratios
corresponded to the ratios in which they were added to the mixture (4.8). In the case
of the addition of plasticiser, slightly lower values were measured, especially at higher
concentrations of plasticiser (4.9). The difference in values was a maximum of 3%. The
result may be justiĄed due to the limited miscibility of the plasticiser with the polymer
and the consequent inability to incorporate the total amount of plasticiser into the Ąbrous









































Figure 4.8: TGA curve of Ąbres prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution with an addition of












































Figure 4.9: TGA curve of Ąbres prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution with an addition of
15 wt.% of A4
DSC analysis monitored the crystallisation of PHB mixtures in the form of solvent casting
Ąlms in comparison with centrifugal spinning Ąbres. Enthalpy values of pure PHB foil, PHB
Ąbres and PCL granule were measured and listed in table 4.8. Since PLA is an amorphous
polymer was used for this work, enthalpy of PLA was not determined. Based on the DSC
analysis, no change in thermal behaviour was observed for the pure PHB sample and the
PHB:PLA mixture. The melting enthalpy and thus the crystallinity of PHB corresponded
to a relative amount in the mixture with theoretical assumption (4.9).
In contrast, the PHB:PCL mixture showed a difference in the enthalpy of melting and
crystallisation of PCL in the Ąbre and Ąlm (see table of measured values - the difference
is indicated in bold and the Ągures 4.10, 4.11). In the case of the solvent casting Ąlm,
the enthalpy was twice as high as the enthalpy in the Ąbre sample. The actual PHB and
PCL content, which corresponded to the required ratio of 70:30, was veriĄed by TGA. The
change in enthalpy is not due to the different polymer ratio in the blend, but that PCL
blended with PHB in the Ąbres appears to form a different crystalline structure with lower
crystallinity.
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Ramp 10,00 °C/min to -30,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 200,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to -30,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 200,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 30,00 °C
30_TGA
Exo Up
Peak temperature: 54,84 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 18,744 J/g
Onset x: 48,02 °C
Peak temperature: 62,44 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 19,755 J/g
Onset x: 54,13 °C
Peak temperature: 169,99 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 65,175 J/g
Onset x: 157,77 °C
Peak temperature: 170,98 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 59,497 J/g
Onset x: 161,23 °C
Peak temperature: 81,50 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 44,653 J/g
Onset x: 98,48 °C
Peak temperature: 70,94 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 43,715 J/g
Onset x: 88,24 °C
Peak temperature: 24,47 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 17,274 J/g
Onset x: 29,09 °C
TA Instruments Trios V5.0.0.44616
Figure 4.10: DSC analysis of PHB:PCL (70:30) foil with the determined values of enthalpies
and peak temperatures























Ramp 10,00 °C/min to -30,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 200,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to -30,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 200,00 °C
Isothermal 1,0 min
Ramp 10,00 °C/min to 30,00 °C
DSC_2965_021020_PCL-7%_14000
Exo Up
Peak temperature: 54,37 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 9,8464 J/g
Onset x: 46,62 °C
Peak temperature: 54,34 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 12,197 J/g
Onset x: 44,79 °C
Peak temperature: 172,60 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 60,517 J/g
Onset x: 161,87 °C
Peak temperature: 174,46 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 63,280 J/g
Onset x: 160,45 °C
Peak temperature: 74,05 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 44,567 J/g
Onset x: 92,32 °C
Peak temperature: 70,79 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 43,049 J/g
Onset x: 82,02 °C
Peak temperature: 5,37 °C
Enthalpy (normalized): 7,9315 J/g
Onset x: 10,63 °C
TA Instruments Trios V5.0.0.44616
Figure 4.11: DSC analysis of PHB:PCL (70:30) Ąbres with the determined values of en-
thalpies and peak temperatures
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Table 4.8: Measured enthalpy values of pure PHB foil, PHB Ąbres, PCL granule and PLA





Table 4.9: Theoretical determined and measured enthalpy values of pure PHB:PCL (70:30)
foil and Ąbres
Theoretical assumption
Sample Substances individually Entalphy of 2nd melting (J/g)
PHB:PCL (70:30) PHB 58.7
PCL 19.2
Measured values
Sample Substances individually Entalphy of 2nd melting (J/g)
PHB:PCL (70:30) foil PHB 59.5
PCL 18.7
PHB:PCL (70:30) Ąbres PHB 60.5
PCL 9.8
4.7 Fibre morphology and Ąbre diameter
Samples were subjected to SEM and LCSM microscopy. SEM images provide a detailed
view of the shape of the Ąbre, including its surface morphology, and provide at least basic
information about the porosity of the sample. A confocal microscope with image analysis
was then used to measure Ąbre diameter.
The Ąbres of the cotton-like samples were compared in terms of the needle diameter used
during the spinning process. The Ągure shows Ąbres prepared using 25G, 27G and 30G
needles, which correspond to an outer diameter of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 mm, respectively. There
is no signiĄcant difference between the Ąbres in the SEM. For Ąbres using a 25G needle, it
is possible to observe the orientation of the Ąbres in one direction. Fibres prepared using a
30 G needle contain fewer clumps compared to Ąbres prepared by 27 G needles and have a
smoother surface.
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(a) 25G (b) 27G (c) 30G
Figure 4.12: SEM images of Ąbres prepared using three different types of needle: 25G, 27G
and 30G, which corresponds to outer diameter of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 mm, respectively
Fibres prepared in the form of a planar substrate from a 7 wt.% solution of P3HB and
mixtures in a ratio of 70:30 from P3HB:PLA and P3HB:PCL show a very similar network
structure and morphology of the Ąbre surface. The technology was set for these samples
to produce textiles of basis weight 10 g/m2. The Ąbres are usually smooth, with no visible
pores on their surface. The pore size between the individual Ąbres was, in all cases, max.
10µm. The same result was obtained in producing a fabric with a basis weight of 5 g/m2.
(a) Planar10gsm_PHB (b) Planar10gsm_7PHB_3PLA (c) Planar10gsm_7PHB_3PCL
Figure 4.13: SEM images of Ąbres prepared as planar substrates on the industrial machine
by Nano4Fibers company
There was no marked difference in the results from the SEM in the Ąbres prepared using
needles with different diameters. However, the difference was reĆected in the CLSM, where
the exact diameters of the individual Ąbres were determined and compared. It is clear from
the table 4.10 and the Ągure 4.14 that larger diameter needles result in the formation of
larger diameter Ąbres. It is also interesting to note that larger diameter needles have also
increased the deviation of the average Ąbre diameter.
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Table 4.10: Diameters of Ąbres prepared using three different types of needle: 25G, 27G
and 30G, which corresponds to outer diameter of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 mm, respectively
25G 27G 30G
Average (µm) 8.5 4.5 3.8
Deviation (µm) 2.5 1.2 0.6
Deviation (%) 29 25 16

















Figure 4.14: Fibre diameters histogram of cotton-like samples prepared using three different
types of needles: 25G, 27G and 30G, which corresponds to outer diameter of 0.5, 0.4 and
0.3 mm, respectively
4.8 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of wound dressings are an important parameter for their suc-
cessful use. The fabric itself must have sufficient tensile strength and must be easy to
shape without breaking. The values of these parameters are not easily measurable due to
the complex structure of microĄbers. Likewise, standards with critical values are not yet
available. In this work, therefore, the actual materials were compared only with each other
and put into context with the process parameters and Ąber composition.
A tensile test was chosen to characterise the mechanical properties of the prepared Ąbrous
substrates. Maximum force was converted to stress using the basis weight of the planar
samples, length weights for cotton-like samples, respectively. The length weight was deter-
mined from the total length of the straightened cocoon and its weight.
The force normalised to a uniform basis weight of 10 GSM was measured for all planar
samples, and the value reached approximately 0.75 N. The corresponding tensile stress was
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determined to about 17 MPa for all planar samples regardless of the polymer composition
of the samples.
For cotton-like samples, the force normalised to a sample weight of 10 mg reaches normalised
force values of about 6 N. The values correspond to a tensile strength of about 14 MPa.
They are independent of the amount and type of plasticiser used.
Elongation at break of these cotton-like Ąbrous substrates slightly increased with increasing
concentration of plasticiser. The most effective softening effect at 5 wt.% of plasticiser
occurred with the use of EMERY MC 2192. However, at a plasticiser content of 15 wt.%,
a comparable elongation with the usage of all three types of plasticiser was achieved. The
dependence of elongation at break on plasticiser content is shown in Ągure 4.15.



























Figure 4.15: Dependence of elongation at break on plasticizer content of 7 wt.% P3HB
solution in chloroform stab. by ethanol
4.9 Biological properties
A test of the manipulability of the prepared disk-like samples showed that both forms of
Ąbres could be converted into the form of test samples for biological tests without signiĄcant
problems. In the case of the cotton-like form of Ąbres, attention must be paid to the amount
(weight respectively) of Ąbres used to form the disk-like samples to make the samples
equivalent. Working with samples is relatively complicated due to the presence of static
charge. Most samples are tricky to insert into the wells of the test plate because of their
potential to jump out of the wells. However, after the addition of the culture medium, this
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problem is eliminated, and the samples can be reliably tested. Lists of samples sent for
biological properties tests are presented in the tables 4.11, 4.12.
3T3 Ąbroblasts seeded on tissue culture plastic were used as a control (it serves as a control
of cells condition). Tissue culture plastic is optimized for cell adhesion and growth, so it is
normal when values measured on samples are the same or lower.
Table 4.11: List of the Ąrst series of samples tested for biological properties
Sample Sample name Sample form Composition
1 Planar10gsm_PHB planar PHB
2 Planar10gsm_7PHB_3PLA planar PHB:PLA = 70:30
3 Planar10gsm_7PHB_3PCL planar PHB:PCL = 70:30
4 Planar5gsm_PHB planar PHB
5 Vata27G_PHB cotton-like PHB
6 Vata30G_PHB cotton-like PHB
7 Vata30G_PHB_10SYNC cotton-like P3HB, 10 wt.% SYNC
Table 4.12: List of the second series of samples tested for biological properties
Sample Sample name Sample form Composition
1 Vata30G_PHB cotton-like P3HB
2 Planar9gsm_PHB planar P3HB
3 Planar15gsm_PCL planar PCL
4 LyophorHA cotton-like collagen
5 Vata30G_PHB_5MC cotton-like P3HB, 5 wt.% EMERY MC 2192
6 Vata30G_PHB_15MC cotton-like P3HB, 15 wt.% EMERY MC 2192
7 Vata30G_PHB_5A4 cotton-like P3HB, 5 wt.% A4
8 Vata30G_PHB_15A4 cotton-like P3HB, 15 wt.% A4
9 Vata30G_PHB_5SYNC cotton-like P3HB, 5 wt.% SYNC
10 Vata30G_PHB_15SYNC cotton-like P3HB, 15 wt.% SYNC
11 3D Biotek Insert PS 3D-printed polystyrene
12 3D Biotek Insert PCL 3D-printed PCL
13 Planar13gsm_PLA planar PLA (amorphous)
During the sterilization process or transport to the laboratory providing tests of biological
properties, the prepared disk-like samples with number 13 were shrunk, which is visible
in the Ągure 4.16. Therefore, Planar13gsm_PLA sample was excluded from testing the
second series of samples.
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Figure 4.16: Planar13gsm_PLA samples that were damaged during transport
The scaffolds were pre-wet by culture medium at 37 °C before seeding. The scaffolds 1-4 in
the Ąrst series and scaffolds 2 and 3 in the second series were hydrophobic. The rest of the
scaffolds was hydrophilic and soaked immediately after putting the scaffolds on the culture
media on the bottom of the well plate. After resting the scaffolds in the incubator, most
of the scaffold were soaked by the medium. However, still, there were some small non-wet
areas. While controlling the bottom of the well underneath the hydrophobic scaffolds, an
almost conĆuent layer of the cell was observed beneath the scaffolds. The rest of the groups
had cells only on the edges of the bottom of the well. This is caused by mentioned strong
hydrophobicity. The result is that the droplet with the cells slipped underneath the scaffold
on the bottom of the well.
The non-homogeneity of the samples probably resulted in a diversity of values measured in
MTS analysis and DNA quantiĄcation and was also visible in confocal microscopy visual-
ization. The non-homogeneity is visible from a photography of a well plate with a solution
of MTS after incubation with cell-seeded scaffolds (4.17). The product of metabolized cells
is purple formazan. A darker solution means more metabolically active cells. The groups
are arranged in the columns; lower light samples are control scaffolds without cells.
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Figure 4.17: Photography of well plate with MTS solution after 2 hours incubation with
cell-seeded scaffolds. Darker color means bigger number of metabolically active cells
As was mentioned above, the measurement of metabolic activity was affected by the non-
homogeneity of the samples. Figure 4.18 shows the measured values without the marginal
values that were left out. Metabolic activity was comparable on all scaffolds on day 1 and
3. The only exception was that metabolic activity was higher on sample 7 than sample 1
on day 1. On day 7, metabolic activity increased on samples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7, respectively.
On the other hand, absorbance decreased on samples 5 and 6, where the lowest values were
measured. The highest values were obtained for cells cultured on culture plastic, which
is ordinary considering that it is optimised for cell growth. Also, the effectiveness of the
seeding is 100% on the bottom of the well plate.
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Figure 4.18: Metabolic activity of the cells cultured on nanoĄbrous scaffolds from the Ąrst
series measured using MTS analysis. 3T3 Ąbroblasts cultured on tissue culture plastic were
used as a control. Measured values were non-homogenous, which resulted in high standard
deviations (A). Graph B did not contain margin values. Numbers above the columns sign
statistical signiĄcance, white numbers - 𝑝 < 0.05, black numbers Ű 𝑝 < 0.001
The cell proliferation was measured using DNA quantiĄcation (Fig 4.19. The best cell
adhesion was detected on sample 3, where the highest cell number was measured. Cell
number was higher on sample 2 compared to samples 1 and 6 on day 1. On day 3, cell
numbers were comparable on all samples. While cell numbers increased on samples 1, 2, 3,
4, and 7, respectively, a decrease was detected on sample 5 and 6. Nevertheless, the only
statistical difference was detected on sample 7, where cell number was higher compared to
sample 5 and 6.
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Figure 4.19: Cell proliferation of the samples from the Ąrst series was measured using DNA
quantiĄcation. Numbers above the columns sign statistical signiĄcance, black numbers -
p<0.05, red numbers Ű p<0.001
The results from the MTS assay of the samples from the Ąrst series showed the positive
impact of plasticizer. Based on the results, it was decided that the second series of samples
tested on biological properties will concentrate on the addition of plasticizers. The results
from the metabolic activity test of the second series of samples are shown in Ągure 4.20.
The highest metabolic activity was measured on culture plastic and then on samples 13
and 4 on day 1. The absorbance was comparable to other samples. On day 3, the highest
metabolic activity was detected on culture plastic and then on sample 7. The lowest
metabolic activity was measured on samples 2, 3 and 5. On day 7, the highest absorbance
was measured on culture plastic, followed by samples 11, 13, and 7. On the other hand,
the lowest metabolic activity was detected in sample 2.
To summarise the results from metabolic activity measurement, the best cell adhesion
was detected on sample 4 (Lyophor). The absorbance was comparable among the Ąbrous
scaffolds. In the following days, the highest metabolic activity was measured on sample 7
(Vata30G_PHB_5A4). On day 7, it was higher than commercially available samples 4 and
12 and comparable to 3D Biotek Insert PS. The lowest metabolic activity was measured on
samples 2 and 3, the planar samples and 5 (Vata30G_PHB_5MC). Sample 13 should not
be compared with other samples, as it was just dipped in the culture medium of the cells
cultured on the culture plastic. The result shows that the sample is not cytotoxic.
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Figure 4.20: Metabolic activity of the cells cultured on nanoĄbrous scaffolds from the second
series measured using MTS analysis. 3T3 Ąbroblasts cultured on tissue culture plastic were
used as a control.
The cell proliferation was measured using DNA quantiĄcation (Fig 4.21). The analysis
did not show many differences between the samples as the measured values were not ho-
mogenous. The adhesion was comparable on all Ąbrous samples and, except sample 1, was
similar to culture plastic. On day 3, the highest cell number was detected on sample 4 and
6. On day 7, the lowest cell number was detected on sample 3. The other samples were
comparable to commercially available samples and culture plastic.
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Figure 4.21: Cell proliferation of the samples from the second series was measured using
DNA quantiĄcation.
Cell distribution on scaffolds was visualized using confocal microscopy (Fig. 4.22). The cell
nuclei were stained using propidium iodide and intracellular membranes using DiOC6(3) on
days 1 and 7. The cells were well adhered to all the samples. The distribution of the cells
on the scaffolds was nonhomogeneous. There were signiĄcant differences in the cell amount
between individual samples in one group. The depth of cell penetration was between 50 Ű
70 µm (Fig. 4.23). Interestingly, the penetration was comparable for both planar and Ćuffy
scaffolds. Among the Ąbrous scaffolds, the most inĄltrated by the cells was sample 8; it was
110 µm on day 7. The penetration depth was comparable with the collagen foam Lyophor.
It is difficult to compare the penetration of cells in Ąbrous scaffolds and the commercial 3D
Biotec inserts, as the inserts are 3D printed and have entirely different morphology.
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Figure 4.22: Cell distribution on nanoĄbrous scaffolds on day 7. Cell nuclei were stained
using propidium iodide (red color), intracellular membranes using DiOC6(3) (green color).
MagniĄcation 200×, scale bar 100µm
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Figure 4.23: Cell penetration into the Ąbrous scaffolds on day 7. Color-coded projection
of cell nuclei stained using propidium iodide. Different colors were denoted to cell nuclei




The work dealt with developing microĄber substrates based on P3HB produced by centrifu-
gal spinning for medical applications. Therefore, a substantial part of the practical work
was devoted to getting acquainted with this technology and process parameters affecting
the Ąnal product - microĄber fabric. The key parameters of this process are the viscosity
of the solution controlled by the concentration of the polymer solution and the molecular
weight, the method of dosing into the rotary spinneret, the rotation speed of the spinning
nozzle and the diameter of the spinning nozzles or needles. Subsequently, these param-
eters were optimized to produce Ąbres from solutions of P3HB in chloroform. Therefore,
some of the results describe the signiĄcant effect of chloroform stabilization on the resulting
properties of the solution and the spinning process and the issue of the effect of molecular
weight on the spinning process. The tests were carried out on a commercial laboratory
spinning machine at FEEC BUT, which was subsequently equipped with a syringe pump
and a nozzle for continuous Ąbre production due to inappropriate discontinuous dosing of
the solution. Thus, it was possible to control the dosing process better and create enough
material for biological tests and tests of mechanical properties. This process on a laboratory
machine produced samples in the form of cotton-like bundles. The diameter of the Ąbres in
the range from 3 to 12µm depending on the selected diameter of the spinning needle was
determined by microscopy and image analysis. At the same time, the optimized solutions
were tested in the partner company NANO4FIBERS s.r.o on an industrial system, which
produced planar samples with a basis weight of 5, 10 and 15 g/m2 for this work. The
diameter of the Ąbres thus prepared was in the range of 0.5Ű2µm.
According to the research, P3HB alone is not very suitable for this application due to
the relatively small polar component of the surface tension and thus the low wettability by
aqueous solutions and due to the embrittlement of the Ąbres over time. One of the proposed
solutions was to mix other polymeric biocompatible polymers into the P3HB solution. PLA,
PCL and PEG were selected. Based on experience with blends of these polymers in the
melt, a mixing ratio of P3HB to an auxiliary polymer of 70:30 was determined and Ąxed as
Ąxed for this work. The P3HB:PEG solution failed to spin, the P3HB:PLA and P3HB:PCL
blends were spun successfully, and the resulting Ąbres were morphologically similar to pure
P3HB Ąbres.
A plasticizer additive has proven to be a second method suitable for controlling the prop-
erties of the Ąbres. In the work, 3 plasticizers of different chemical structures were tested.
These plasticizers were added to the P3HB solution in three concentrations relative to the
polymer content (5, 10 and 15%). All solutions were successfully spun into high-quality
Ąbrous structures. After optimizing the process parameters, it was also possible to consider
the Ąbre preparation process as reproducible.
The properties of Ąbrous structures were assessed in terms of thermal properties. The
percentage of individual material components in the Ąbre was checked by TGA. Within
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the error of about 10%, it was possible to prove the same composition of Ąbres compared
to the solution and thus exclude the separation of some components during the spinning
process. The crystallization behaviour of the polymer Ąbre was evaluated from DSC, es-
pecially with regard to the achieved crystallinity. The melting enthalpy of P3HB in the
mixtures corresponded to its percentage content. However, half the relative enthalpy of
melting of PCL was observed in the PHB: PCL Ąbres compared to pure PCL as well as
to the solvent-casted Ąlm of the same material composition. It is possible that PCL does
not achieve such crystallinity in the process of a dynamic spinning process as in the case
of long-term solvent evaporation in solvent casting Ąlm preparation. In order to compare
the mechanical properties of the prepared samples, a tensile test was performed, and the
measured parameters were normalized with respect to the weight of the sample. The mea-
sured force was then related to the theoretical cross-section of the polymeric material itself
without air gaps. The maximum tensile stress was thus comparable even between planar
and cotton-like samples. The composition of the polymer mixture did not fundamentally
affect the tensile strength but allows to control of the maximum deformation effectively.
According to the assumption, the plasticizer increased the elongation at break from 80 %
to 140 %. The addition of PLA to PHB slightly increases the strength at the expense of
ductility. Unfortunately, the addition of PCL to the PHB could not be assessed due to the
irreversible loss of the measured data of this sample.
An important characteristic of the prepared samples were tests of metabolic activity and
growth of 3T3 Ąbroblasts cells performed externally at the Department of Tissue Engi-
neering, Institute of Experimental Medicine of CAS. From the results of 2 series it can be
concluded that all prepared materials are biocompatible and non-toxic for selected cells.
The metabolic activity of the cells and their proliferation from the Ąrst series of tests on
cotton-like substrates from pure P3HB was signiĄcantly lower on day 7 than when using
10 % SyncroĆex plasticizer. However, this was not conĄrmed in the second test, which
took place for 14 days, where the results of the metabolic activity of the cells after 14 days
of culture were comparable, taking into account the statistical error with all the softened
substrates used. In contrast to the best tested commercial substrates, P3HB-based samples
achieve approximately 80 percent of the metabolic activity values, indicating suitable prop-
erties for the intended applications. Unsoftened P3HB and PCL planar substrates show
comparable results but signiĄcantly lower compared to softened ones.
In terms of the effect of the morphology of the tested P3HB samples, it can be stated that
the metabolic activity of cotton-like substrates is twice as high as in planar samples. The
results of proliferation on day 14 were not yet available at the time of the diploma thesis. In
the case of PCL planar substrate and commercial 3D printed substrate, comparable results
were obtained in the metabolic activity of cells and in their proliferation as well.
The results show that mixtures of P3HB and PCL and PLA optionally softened with a suit-
able plasticizer can be used in the intended application of a wound cover or 3D substrate
for cell tests. However, research in this area is at the very beginning, and this diploma
thesis only maps the real technical possibilities of centrifugal spinning of this biomaterial
in the mentioned mixtures. Work on this topic will continue in a follow-up project and will
focus on the synergy of the effect of plasticizer and added biopolymer material to P3HB.
The big future challenge is to map the spinnability and biocompatibility in connection with
the used P3HB extraction method, which affects both the molecular weight and possible
residues of cell walls and other substances from the fermentation process.
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A SEM images from the optimization of
spinnability of P3HB solutions
Figure A.1: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 3 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 4,000 RPM
Figure A.2: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 3 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 5,000 RPM
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Figure A.3: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 3 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 8,000 RPM
Figure A.4: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 5 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 4,000 RPM
Figure A.5: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 5 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 5,000 RPM
80
Figure A.6: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 5 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 8,000 RPM
Figure A.7: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 4,000 RPM
Figure A.8: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 5,000 RPM
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Figure A.9: SEM image of Ąbres prepared from 7 wt.% P3HB solution by rotational speed
of 8,000 RPM
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B Tensile test results













Figure B.1: Force dependence on the strain of planar sample P3HB













Figure B.2: Force dependence on the strain of planar sample P3HB:PLA (70:30)
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Figure B.3: Force dependence on the strain of planar sample PLA


















Figure B.4: Force dependence on the strain of planar sample P3HB:PCL (70:30)













Figure B.5: Force dependence on the strain of planar sample PCL
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Figure B.6: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like reference sample P3HB















Figure B.7: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 5 wt.% SyncroĆex plasticiser














Figure B.8: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 15 wt.% SyncroĆex plasticiser
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Figure B.9: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 5 wt.% A4 plasticiser















Figure B.10: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 10 wt.% A4 plasticiser













Figure B.11: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 15 wt.% A4 plasticiser
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Figure B.12: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 5 wt.% EMERY MC 2192 plasticiser














Figure B.13: Force dependence on the strain of cotton-like sample P3HB with the addition
of 15 wt.% EMERY MC 2192 plasticiser
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C Decrease in molecular weight of P3HB
over time




















𝑀w = 5.76 · 10
5𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙;𝐷 = 15.5
PHB 2189 (08/12/2020)
𝑀w = 4.84 · 10
5𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙;𝐷 = 5.40
Figure C.1: The decrease in molecular weight of P3HB 2189 powder over two years
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